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Abstract
We consider the color gauge invariance of a factorized description of the Drell–Yan process
cross section. In particular, we focus on the next-to-leading twist contributions for polarized
scattering and on the cross section differential in the transverse momentum of the lepton pair in
the region where the transverse momentum is small compared to the hard scale. The hadron tensor
is expressed in terms of manifestly color gauge invariant, non-local operator matrix elements and a
color gauge invariant treatment of soft gluon poles is given. Also, we clarify the discrepancy
between two published results for a single spin asymmetry in the Drell–Yan cross section. This
asymmetry arises if such a soft gluon pole is present in a specific twist-three hadronic matrix
element. q 2000 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
PACS: 13.85.Qk; 13.75.-n; 13.85.-t
1. Introduction
In this article we will address a number of issues concerning the use of non-local
matrix elements to describe the non-perturbative ‘soft’ parts that enter in the calculation
of hard scattering cross sections. Specifically we consider color gauge invariance of
these matrix elements in case effects of intrinsic transverse momentum of partons are
included, necessarily involving non-locality away from the lightcone. We will study in
detail the next-to-leading order in an expansion in inverse powers of the hard scale Q
for polarized scattering, i.e. order 1rQ, also referred to as twist-three. This is for
w xinstance relevant in the study of the single spin asymmetry investigated in Refs. 1,2 .
In a factorized description of hadron–hadron scattering processes like the Drell–Yan
Ž . ŽDY process, one can work with matrix elements containing non-local operators the
.local operator product expansion does not apply . At the leading order in inverse powers
of the hard scale, operators containing arbitrary numbers of gluons with polarization
collinear to the momentum of the parent hadron need to be combined in order to render
0550-3213r00r$ - see front matter q 2000 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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such matrix elements with non-local operators color gauge invariant. The gluon contri-
butions sum up to produce path-ordered exponentials, also called link operators, with
paths running along finite distances in between the fields that are situated along a
lightlike direction.
Application of Ward identities to gluons with polarization along their momenta,
so-called longitudinally polarized gluons, is an important ingredient to arrive at these
path-ordered exponentials. At the leading twist, but also beyond leading order in inverse
powers of the hard scale, one can often perform a so-called collinear expansion of the
hard scattering part, such that the partons that need to be considered only have momenta
collinear to the parent hadron. In that case longitudinally polarized gluons are polarized
collinear to the hadron momentum, allowing for straightforward application of Ward
Ž .identities. However, in some cases e.g. azimuthal asymmetries one has to deal with
partonic transverse momenta and the resulting difference between collinear and longitu-
dinal polarization of gluons starts to complicate matters. This difference involves matrix
elements containing transverse gluon fields and therefore, is only relevant beyond
leading order in inverse powers of the hard scale. Such a case is for instance the DY
cross section differential in the transverse momentum of the lepton pair in the region
where the transverse momentum is small compared to the hard scale. Despite the
mentioned complication, we will show for this case that appropriate path-ordered
Ž Ž ..exponentials will result nevertheless, i.e. also at the next-to-leading twist O 1rQ .
In case the hadronic matrix elements have a dependence on the transverse momenta
of the partons, the non-locality of the operators is forced to be off the light-cone.
Consequently, the path-ordered exponentials that are needed to render these non-local
operator matrix elements color gauge invariant, involve paths that are also off the
Ž .light-cone. However, to the order considered here, one finds as will be shown below
several lightlike paths which are transversely separated from each other, depending on
the transverse position of the colored fields they connect to. The paths extend to
w xlightcone infinity. Such paths are not uncommon, see e.g. Refs. 3–7 , but it has not
Ž .been demonstrated before that they also arise in the case s under consideration here.
Hadronic matrix elements involving fields with their arguments at lightcone infinity
are usually assumed to vanish. In the case of so-called gluonic or soft gluon pole
w xcontributions, which are related to transverse gluon fields at infinity 2 , this issue needs
careful reconsideration. We find that a color gauge invariant treatment of soft gluon
w xpoles in twist-three hadronic matrix elements 8–12 can be given also.
In addition to these general results on color gauge invariant matrix elements of
non-local operators in the description of the Drell–Yan cross section differential in the
transverse momentum of the lepton pair, we will clarify the apparent discrepancy
between the results for the power-suppressed single transverse spin azimuthal asymme-
w x w xtry in the DY cross section as discussed in Refs. 1,2 . In Ref. 1 this specific single spin
w xasymmetry is assumed to arise from such a soft gluon pole contribution. In Ref. 2 it is
shown that the same asymmetry can also arise from a so-called time-reversal odd
distribution function. It was shown that although time reversal symmetry prohibits the
Žappearance of such functions if one considers the incoming hadron states to be plane
.wave states the soft gluon pole matrix element can be treated as an effective time-rever-
sal odd distribution function, without violating time reversal symmetry. Nevertheless,
w xthere remained a discrepancy between the results in Refs. 1,2 arising from an
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assumption on the factorized expression for the hadron tensor. We will make this
assumption explicit and carefully study this issue. First we will discuss the discrepancy
between the two single spin asymmetry expressions in a bit more detail.
2. Single spin asymmetry in the Drell–Yan process
The final result for the single spin asymmetry in the DY cross section arising from a
w xsoft gluon pole contribution in a particular twist-3 hadronic matrix element 8–12 as
w x Ž Ž . w x.presented in Ref. 1 is of the form Eq. 15 in 1
dT x , xŽ .
sin2ucosf T x , x yxŽ .
dx
A sg . 1Ž .1 2w xQ 1qcos u q xŽ .
Ž .The unpolarized quark distribution q x and the twist-three soft gluon pole function
Ž .T x, x depend on the lightcone momentum fraction x of the quark inside the trans-
Ž .versely polarized hadron only. The function T x, x is up to a minus sign identical to the
Ž . w xfunction T x,S introduced in Refs. 8,9 . We have chosen to denote the mass of theT
w xlepton pair by Q, instead of M as was done in 1 , in order to avoid confusion with a
w xhadron mass. The angles are defined in the dilepton center of mass frame, cf. Ref. 1 .
w xIn Ref. 2 a similar result was derived from another perspective, namely that of
Ž Ž . w x.so-called time-reversal odd distribution functions. The asymmetry Eq. 71 in 2 was
1 Ž Ž . .found to be just as Eq. 1 given in the dilepton center of mass frame :
2 a a a ae M x f x f x qM x h x h xŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý a 1 1 T 1 1 2 2 2 1 1 2< <y2sin2u sinf SS 1T a1A s .2 2 2 a aQ1qcos u e f x f xŽ . Ž .Ý a 1 1 1 2
a
2Ž .
Ž .The first term in the asymmetry proportional to f equals the term proportional toT
Ž . Ž .T x, x in Eq. 1 . To be more explicit,
g ygp
a S aTxf x s T x , x s Tr F x , x nu e , 3Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .T F y T2 2 q2 MS 2 MS PT T
yip g
axh x s Tr F x , x g nu , 4Ž . Ž . Ž .F Ta yq2 MP
where e ST a se ST a nqnyse ba rs S n n and the correlation function F a in theT Tb qr ys F
Aqs0 gauge is given by
dl dh
a i l x ih Ž yyx . qa² < < :F x , y ' e e P ,S c 0 F hn c ln P ,S . 5Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .HF i j j y i y2p 2p
The hadron momentum is up to a mass term proportional to n , which is one of twoq
lightlike vectors n and n , chosen such that n Pn s1. We will often refer to the "q y q y
1 We have corrected the proportionality constant, i.e. we have replaced 4 by y2.
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components of a vector p, which are defined as p"spPn . To be more specific, we.
have decomposed the hadron momentum and spin vectors P and S as
Q xM 2
m m mP ' n q n , 6Ž .q y' 'x 2 Q 2
lQ xlM
m m m mS ' n y n qS . 7Ž .q y T' 'xM 2 Q 2
Ž .The second term in Eq. 2 is another soft gluon pole contribution to the same single
Ž .spin asymmetry in the DY process. It is not proportional to T x, x , but to a chiral-odd
projection of F a at the point xsy. Apart from this chiral-odd term, the differenceF
Ž .between A and A is in the additional term in A proportional to x dT x, x rdx. To1 2 1
Ž .see the discrepancy more clearly we will look at Eq. 2 in case of one flavor, a purely
< <transversely polarized hadron, i.e. S s1, and disregard the chiral-odd term. The1T
definitions of the azimuthal angles f and f differ by pr2 and the unpolarized quarkS1
Ž . Ž .distribution q x s f x . Hence, one has for the asymmetry1
sin2ucosfT x , xŽ .
A sg , 8Ž .2 2w xQ 1qcos u q xŽ .
Ž . Ž .which indeed differs from A given in Eq. 1 by the term proportional to x dT x, x rdx.1
Such a derivative term was indeed found in other processes, like prompt photon
w x w xproduction 8,9 and pion production in proton–proton scattering 13 , where it arises
from collinear expansions of the hard scattering part. As we will show in the next
w xsection, the derivative term obtained in Ref. 1 for the particular case of the DY process
at the tree leÕel, arises in a different way, namely from the unnecessary requirement of
n -independence of the Fierz decomposed hadron tensor. Of course, such a derivativey
term can arise from collinear expansions of the hard scattering parts beyond tree leÕel.
Before we discuss this problem, we will first carefully consider the color gauge
invariance of the description of the cross section, which is an important issue in itself.
Ž .We will first review the case of deep inelastic scattering DIS , after which we return to
the analysis of the DY process.
3. Deep inelastic scattering
3.1. Color gauge inÕariance
We will consider the description of the deep inelastic scattering cross section in terms
of color gauge invariant functions involving non-local operators. The hadron tensor W mn
w xcan be written as 14–16
mn mnW s dx Tr E x F xŽ . Ž .H
mn a bq dx dx Tr E x , x v F x , x q . . . 9Ž . Ž . Ž .H 1 2 a 1 2 b D 1 2
Here, E mn , E mn and F ,F b are hard and soft scattering parts, respectively. The hard parta D
E mn is the discontinuity of the g )–quark forward scattering amplitude and E mn has ana
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additional gluon connected to it. They are 1PI in the external legs. The color gauge
invariant soft parts are defined as
dl
i l x q² < < :w xF x ' e P ,S c 0 L 0,ln c ln P ,S 10Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Hi j j y i y2p
dl dh
a i l x ih Ž x yx . q a1 2 1 ² < w xF x , x ' e e P ,S c 0 L 0,hn iD hnŽ . Ž . Ž .HD i j 1 2 j y y2p 2p
= q < :w xL hn ,ln c ln P ,S , 11Ž . Ž .y y i y
where
lqw xL hn ,ln sPexp yig dz n PA z n . 12Ž . Ž .Ž .Hy y y yž /
h
The projector v a sg a yna n implies that the index of the covariant derivative isb b q yb
Ž 2either transverse or in the minus-direction the latter contributes at order 1rQ and will
.be neglected here . The above result holds for DIS up to order 1rQ and is relevant for
polarized scattering. It was arrived at from a collinear expansion of the starting
w xexpression 14–16
mn 4 mnW s d k Tr E k F kŽ . Ž .H
4 4 mn aq d k d k Tr E k ,k F k ,k q . . . , 13Ž . Ž . Ž .H 1 2 a 1 2 A 1 2
without the projector v and with color gauge Õariant Green’s functions
d4 z
ikP z² < < :F k s e P ,S Tc 0 c z P ,S , 14Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Hi j j i42pŽ .
d4 z d4 zX X
a i k P z iŽk yk .P z1 2 1F k ,k s e eŽ . HAi j 1 2 4 42p 2pŽ . Ž .
=
Xa² < < :P ,S Tc 0 gA z c z P ,S . 15Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .j i
ŽThe collinear direction n is defined by the hadron momentum up to a hadron massq
.term and the parton momenta are decomposed as
x Q k 2 qk 2Ž .i i iT
k ' n q n qk . 16Ž .i q y iT' '2 x Q 2i
From power counting one sees that the plus-component of F a can start to contribute atA
order 1. The transverse and minus components are order 1rQ and 1rQ2 respectively. In
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a a Ž . a ba general gauge one writes A sn n PA qv A , such that the term proportionalq y b
to na will yieldq
mn a bdx dx Tr E x , x n n F x , xŽ . Ž .H 1 2 a 1 2 q yb A 1 2
dl
mn i l x² <s dx Tr E x e P c 0Ž . Ž .H H
2p
l
< := yig dz n PA z n c ln P , 17Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .H y y yž /0
w xdue to the Ward identity 14,15
Q E mn x yE mn xŽ . Ž .2 1a mnn E x , x s . 18Ž . Ž .q a 1 2' x yx2 2 1
q ŽCombined with matrix elements containing arbitrary numbers of A gluons all
.contributing at the same order, which in this case is order 1 , this will exponentiate into
Ž . w xthe path-ordered exponential in F x 17–21 , with a straight path along the n -direc-y
Ž .tion, Eq. 12 . Hence, color gauge invariance of the factorized hadron tensor is manifest
and for instance, a lightcone gauge Aqs0 can be chosen without problems, reducing
the path-ordered exponential to unity.
We note that one starts out with the correlation function F a, without restriction onA
a , and then derives an expression involving F a, where only the transverse componentsD
2 a Ž .are contributing up to order 1rQ corrections. The parametrization of F x , x canD 1 2
then be chosen to reflect the fact that only the transverse part is contributing. This is the
w xcourse taken in Refs. 22,23 , which uses the parametrization
M
a a b a a˜F x , y s G x , y ie S PuqG x , y S g PuqH x , y lg g PuŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .D D T T b D T 5 D 5 T2
aqE x , y g Pu , 19Ž . Ž .D T
where e mn se abmn n n . Obviously, this parametrization depends on n , neverthe-T qa yb y
Žless, one will obtain an n -independent cross section if n -independence or equiva-y y
.lently Lorentz invariance is imposed on the functions in the starting expression Eq.
Ž .13 . We will address this issue of n -independence and its consequences in the nexty
section.
3.2. Lorentz inÕariance and n -independencey
We have shown that choosing a lightcone gauge n PAs0 is not required, hence, they
Ž .vector n is not necessarily associated with the choice of gauge. The vector ny y
reflects the choice of basis in which the hard scattering process is expressed. The
requirement of n -independence of the final result is then simply the requirement ofy
Lorentz invariance. Since the Lorentz covariant tensor W mn is written in terms of traces
of hard and soft parts after the choice of this basis, n -independence of the hard andy
soft parts separately is not a requirement. For a different choice of n , one wouldy
obtain a different expression for the hard and soft parts and only the trace of the two
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Žparts will be n independent which we have explicitly confirmed for the calculation ofy
w x.the DY asymmetry in Ref. 2 . The reason that the choice of n has to be made isy
because in DIS there are only two external momenta, namely P and q, hence not all
directions that arise in the calculation can be expressed solely in terms of external
Ž .momenta. In the DY process this can be done using P , P ,q and P =P =q, hence1 2 1 2
one need not resort to an arbitrary choice of n in principle. Therefore, in the case ofy
the DY process the issue of n -independence can be avoided altogether.y
w x Ž w x.The expression for the hadron tensor in Ref. 1 taken from Ref. 16 differs from
Ž . Ž a .Eq. 9 after insertion of the parametrizations of F and F , due to the additionalD
Ž .requirement of n -independence of the factorized hadron tensor expression Eq. 9 . Toy
w x Ž Ž .. Žbe explicit, the expression for the hadron tensor in Ref. 1 their Eq. 1 is given by we
.have replaced the index m by a and the hadron momentum p by P to avoid confusion
1 15 A 5 aWs dx C Tr E x Sug q dx dx B x , x Tr E x , x Pug SŽ . Ž . Ž .H HT 1 2 1 2 a 1 24 4
1V ra SPq dx dx B x , x Tr E x , x g e , 20Ž . Ž . Ž .H 1 2 1 2 a 1 2 r4
with e ra SP se ramnS P . The functions E and E are the hard scattering parts E mn andm n a
mn Ž . Ž . a Ž .E of Eq. 9 . The Dirac projections of the soft parts F x and F x, y are denoteda D
by the functions C , B A and BV and hence constitute the parametrization of F a. TheT D
V Ž . Ž Ž . w x.function B is related to the function G of Eq. 19 as cf. Eq. 4 of Ref. 1D
V a Sn n q 2q yB x , x syiTr F x , x nu e rP s2 MS G x , x . 21Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .1 2 D a 2 1 y T D 2 1
A ˜The function B is related to the function G and the chiral-odd functions H and ED D D
Ž .are not considered in Eq. 20 .
Ž .The last term in Eq. 20 is the one that is relevant for our discussion, since the soft
V Ž .gluon poles reside in the function B . The relation to T x, x is given by
VT x , x s lim T x , y s lim p B x , y xyy rg , 22Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
y™x y™x
Ž . V Ž .which shows that if T x, x is non-zero, the function B x, y has to have a pole at the
point xsy.
Ž . ra SP ra SnqThe last term in Eq. 20 is accompanied by the term e ;e . Next we note
the identity
e ra Snqsna e rST nqnyyn r e aST nqnyy SPn e ra nqny . 23Ž . Ž .q q q
The second and third terms on the r.h.s. restrict the index a to be transverse, unlike the
first term, which implies that a can be q. The first term potentially produces a
Ž . Vcontribution in the hadron tensor Eq. 20 that is proportional to B and hence G ,D
Ž .whereas the projector v in the hadron tensor Eq. 9 prohibits such a contribution.
Ž . Ž .The expression for the hadron tensor 20 can be written in the form of Eq. 9
without v projector, in which case F is given byD
1a V ra SP A aF x , y s B x , y e g qB x , y S Pug , 24Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .D r 54
which is equivalent to imposing n -independence on the parametrization of F ay D
Ž . Ž . Žwithout the v projector , which is clearly different from Eq. 19 disregarding the
.chiral odd pieces . As said before this will potentially imply the appearance of additional
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contributions. In DIS such additional contributions happen not to arise2, but in the DY
Ž Ž .process it will be the case. So the two expressions for the hadron tensor Eqs. 9 and
Ž ..20 give the same results in DIS, but they do yield different results in the DY process
Ž . Ž .calculation. In fact, the first term in Eq. 23 is the origin of the x dT x, x rdx term in
Ž .the asymmetry expression A , Eq. 1 .1
Ž .In conclusion, the requirement of n -independence of the hadron tensor 9 will leady
to a different answer for the Drell–Yan cross section in the case soft gluon poles are
present. Without imposing this unnecessary requirement the derivative term will not be
present in the asymmetry expression. Let us emphasize that this does not apply to the
derivative terms obtained from collinear expansions of the hard parts, such as arising in
w x w xprompt photon production 8,9 , pion production in proton-proton scattering 13 and
Ž .presumably the DY process beyond tree level.
4. Color gauge invariance in the Drell–Yan process
In Section 3.1 on DIS we discussed how the collinear polarization part of any number
Ž q .of gluons the A gluons exponentiate using a Ward identity rendering the non-local
Ž .operators color gauge invariant. In analogy to the starting point, Eq. 13 , for DIS, for
the Drell–Yan process the starting expression for the hadron tensor integrated over the
transverse momentum q of the lepton pair and including order 1rQ contributions, isT
given by
1
2 mn m nd q W x , x s Tr F x g F x gŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž .H T ½3
nu xyyqa m nq dy Tr F y , x g F x g gŽ . Ž .H A až /' xyyq ieQ 2
nu xyyqa m nq dy Tr F x , y g g F x gŽ . Ž .H A až /' xyyy ieQ 2
nu xyyym a ny dy Tr F x g F y , x g gŽ . Ž .H A až /' xyyq ieQ 2
nu xyyy m a ny dy Tr F x g g F x , y g .Ž . Ž .H a A 5ž /' xyyy ieQ 2
25Ž .
In this expression the terms with nu arise from the fermion propagators in the hard part"
2 Ž w x3.neglecting contributions that will appear suppressed by 1rQ for details see Ref. 2 .
2 Ž . w xThis is in fact due to time reversal invariance. The derivation of Eq. 20 is given in Ref. 16 and requires
n independence of the Fierz decomposed hadron tensor. The n -dependent terms are required to cancel eachy y
Ž Ž . w x. Vother, but the resulting equation Eq. 43b in Ref. 16 involving the function B turns out to vanish due to
time reversal invariance.
3 w xNote that two misprinted signs for the ie pole prescriptions as given in Ref. 2 have been corrected, the
results there were produced with the signs given here.
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a aŽ . Ž Ž ..In case one assumes that the functions F x, y and F x, y to be regular in theA A
point xsy, where the gluon has zero momentum, one can replace terms like
nu xyy nuq q
™ . 26Ž .' 'xyyq ie2 Q 2 Q
In Sections 4.1 and 4.2 we will assume that this is indeed the case and we will return to
a Ž .this issue in Section 4.3, when we investigate the consequences of poles in F y, x atA
the point xsy, the so-called soft gluon poles.
Ž .Below we explain how Eq. 25 can be expressed in terms of manifest color gauge
invariant matrix elements by summing collinear gluons. One conclusion will be that,
also with the effects of transverse momenta included, color gauge invariance implies that
the index on F a is in fact transverse.D
The issue of color gauge invariance in processes with two soft parts, like the DY
process, is a theoretical topic not yet fully addressed in the literature. One has to show
that a process with two soft parts factorizes into color gauge invariant objects. We note
that if the cross section factorizes into color gauge invariant functions, this will allow
one to use different gauges for different correlation functions in the same diagram.
For DIS, a process with one soft part, Ward identities applied to correlation functions
with arbitrary numbers of Aq-gluons, yield the desired path-ordered exponentials or link
Žoperators, that render the correlation functions color gauge invariant see the previous
. w xsection . In Refs. 17,20,21,24 this issue was considered for the DY process, but the
transverse momentum of the quarks is not included in the most general way. Unlike
w xRefs. 17,20,21,24 we will focus on the case that the transverse momentum of the
lepton pair is not integrated over and is small compared to the hard scale. In Refs.
w x3–5,25–27 transverse momentum is taken into account, but only for the leading twist.
We will first consider tree level in the hard scattering part, but all orders in the coupling
constant appearing in the link operators. Next we will discuss the extension of these
results to all orders in a in the hard scattering part by means of Ward identities. Ours
analysis will show explicitly how collinear Ward identities can be applied to the case of
the DY process with transverse momentum, including next-to-leading twist, in order to
show that collinear gluons exponentiate. This will also be an important ingredient in a
future proof of exponentiation of soft gluons into Sudakov factors.
4.1. Color gauge inÕariant correlation functions at tree leÕel
We will now show that the DY process including 1rQ contributions, actually
consists of color gauge invariant correlation functions containing link operators with
straight paths along a lightlike direction extending to lightcone infinity. Such a link
Ž .operator in F p is for each colored field of the form
yxq y qw xL y`, x s Pexp yig dy A y . 27Ž . Ž .Hž / q qy` y sx , y sxT T
We will extensively study the tree-level situation and note that the coupling constants
appearing in the link operators are part of the color gauge invariant definition of the
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correlation functions, hence, count as tree-level objects and not as part of the perturba-
tive corrections to the hard scattering. We will consider the case of the DY process, but
the case of two-hadron production in electron-positron annihilation or semi-inclusive
DIS will be completely analogous, although the direction in which the links are running
is different. For instance, in the case of leptoproduction one finds for each field in the
Ž .correlation function F p the link operators
`
q y qw xL `, x s Pexp ig dy A y . 28Ž . Ž .Hž /y q qx y sx , y sxT T
Since the cross section as a whole is gauge invariant, we will choose one lightcone
gauge Ays0 and show that summation of Aq gluons leads to appropriate link
Ž a .operators in one set of correlation functions the correlation functions F ,F . ThisD
results in the color gauge invariance of these correlation functions and thereby we will
have demonstrated that choosing a lightcone gauge in correlation functions is not
Ž .necessary any or no gauge choice will do .
In the Ays0 gauge one has to include Aq gluons in all possible ways. We observe
q 2that A gluons emanating from F will give rise to 1rQ suppression, so we only need
to consider the cases where the Aq gluons emanate from F . We will show that matrix
elements with multiple Aq-gluon fields in Fq ,Fqq , . . . and F aq ,F aqq , . . . willA A A A A A A A
a Žcombine into link operators in F and F , with paths as given above running along theD
y . aminus direction extending to y sy` . Note that the correlation function F appearsD
in the end, since the explicit Aa in F a is not gauge invariant. We also note that in theA
q Ž a a a .A s0 gauge one has due to iD s iE qgA
F a p ' d4 p F a p , p s d4 p F a p , p ypa F p , 29Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .H HA 1 A 1 1 D 1
but for color gauge invariant correlation functions this relation will be modified, since
iE a also acts on link operators.
We will first consider the case where all gluons connect to the left side of the
diagram. In Fig. 1 we depict one such diagram that is relevant for the tree-level
w x qcalculation including 1rQ corrections 2 . The diagrams with first of all zero or one A
Ž . Ž .gluon s that we need to consider are schematically displayed in Fig. 2. We have only
Fig. 1. A diagram contributing to the Drell–Yan process at order 1rQ.
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q Ž .Fig. 2. A subset of diagrams to be considered upon inclusion of zero or one A gluon s .
drawn the relevant left part of the diagrams and left out the blobs denoting the
Ž . Ž .correlation functions, so gluons going to the bottom top emanate from F F . For
Ž .instance, Fig. 2b represents Fig. 1. The index a in Fig. 2b can be either transverse T
or q and it turns out that a and b in Fig. 2c will be T and q respectively, otherwise
the diagram will give a suppressed contribution; on the other diagrams we have
Ž .indicated the appropriate gluon polarization collinear or transverse .
Ž . Ž .The diagrams h and i are the only diagrams with a triple gluon vertex, since others
will either be of higher order in a or cannot be separated from the soft part, since nots
all momenta are participating in the hard scattering and soft momentum loops will
appear. We will first ignore the issue of color matrices in the diagrams without a triple
Ž . Ž .gluon vertex and return to this point after we have considered the diagrams a – g , i.e.
Ž .after Eq. 50 .
To discuss the expressions for the diagrams as given in the figure, we will introduce
the shorthand notation
4 4 4 w xv . . . b' d k d p d pqkyq Tr . . . 30Ž . Ž .H
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a Ž . ab Ž . ŽAlso, we need the precise definitions of F p , p and F p , p , p a ,b notA 1 A A 2 1
a. Ž . Ž .restricted to be transverse and the antiquark correlation functions F k ,F k ,k :A 1
d4 x d4 y
a i pP y i p PŽ xyy.1F p , p s e eŽ . HA 1 4 42p 2pŽ . Ž .
= a² < < :P ,S c 0 gA y c x P ,S , 31Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .1 1 1 1
d4 x d4 y d4 z
ab i pP z i p PŽ yyz . i p PŽ xyy.1 2F p , p , p s e e eŽ . HA A 2 1 4 4 42p 2p 2pŽ . Ž . Ž .
= b a² < < :P ,S c 0 gA z gA y c x P ,S , 32Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .1 1 1 1
d4 x
yi kP x² < < :F k s e P ,S c x c 0 P ,S , 33Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .H 2 2 2 242pŽ .
d4 x d4 y
a yi kPŽ xyy. yi k P y1F k ,k s e eŽ . HA 1 4 42p 2pŽ . Ž .
= a² < < :P ,S c x gA y c 0 P ,S . 34Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .2 2 2 2
Ž Ž 2 ..The hadron momenta P , P chosen such that P PP sO Q and photon momentum1 2 1 2
q are decomposed as
Q xM 21m m mP ' n q n , 35Ž .1 q y' 'x 2 Q 2
2xM Q2m m mP ' n q n , 36Ž .2 q y' 'Q 2 x 2
Q Q
m m m mq ' n q n qq , 37Ž .q y T' '2 2
2 2 2 Ž .for Q 'yq <Q . Furthermore, we decompose the parton momenta as is1,2, . . .T T
Q p2 qp2Ž .T
p' n q n qp , 38Ž .q y T' '2 Q 2
j Q p2 qp2Ž .i i iT
p ' n q n qp , 39Ž .i q y iT' '2 j Q 2i
Q k 2 qk 2Ž .T
k' n q n qk , 40Ž .y q T' '2 Q 2
2 2j Q k qkŽ .i i iT
k ' n q n qk . 41Ž .i y q iT' '2 j Q 2i
Ž . Ž .We find for diagrams a - d :
m na s vF p g F k g b, 42Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
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nuqa m n 4 qb s vF p g F k g g bq v d p F p , pŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .HA a T 1 A 1'2 Q
=
'2
m ng F k g bŽ .
Q 1yj q ieŽ .1
'2
4 q mq v d p F p , p g F kŽ . Ž .H 1 A 1 Q 1yj q ieŽ .1
=
nuq nku qpu ypu yP g b, 43Ž .Ž .T T 1T y½ 5'2 Q
'2 nuq4 4 a q m nc s v d p d p F p , p , p g F k g g b,Ž . Ž . Ž .H 2 1 A A 2 1 a T 'Q 1yj q ieŽ . 2 Q1
44Ž .
4 q m 4 bd s v d p F p , p g d k F k ,k g qF k kuŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .H H1 A 1 1 D 1 b T Tž /
=
'2 nuq ng b. 45Ž .'Q 1yj q ieŽ . 2 Q1
In the last equation we have used the fact that in the Ays0 gauge no link operator will
b 4 b Ž .be present in F . We can then apply the equations of motion to Hd k F k ,k g ,A 1 D 1 b T
Ž y .which results in the A s0 gauge in a cancellation of the term with the P snu nu r2y y q
Ž .projector in the expression for diagram b . Anticipating the specific link operators that
will result in the end, we observe that
d4 x
i pP x q² < < :w x w xF y`, x p ' e P ,S c 0 L y`, x c x P ,SŽ . Ž . Ž .H 1 1 1 142pŽ .
'2
4 qsF p q d p F p , p q . . . , 46Ž . Ž . Ž .H 1 A 1 Q 1yj q ieŽ .1
a w xF y`, x pŽ .A
d4 x
i pP x q a² < < :w x' e P ,S c 0 L y`, x gA x c x P ,SŽ . Ž . Ž .H 1 1 1 142pŽ .
'2
a 4 4 a qsF p q d p d p F p , p , p q . . . , 47Ž . Ž . Ž .HA 2 1 A A 2 1 Q 1yj q ieŽ .1
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a Ž . Ž .where the definition of F p is given in Eq. 29 . The sum of the four diagramsA
Ž . Ž . Ž .a – d therefore results in to order g in the link operator
m nw xa q b q c q d s vF y`, x p g F k g bŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
nuqa m nw xq vF y`, x p g F k g g bŽ . Ž .A a T '2 Q
'2 nuq4 q mq v d p F p , p g F kŽ . Ž .H 1 A 1 'Q 1yj q ieŽ . 2 Q1
= pu ypu g n b. 48Ž . Ž .T 1T
By taking into account the derivative of the link operator, the last two terms nicely
w xŽ .combine into the following expression containing exclusively the functions F y`, x p
aw xŽ . Ž Ž . a a .and F y`, x p the latter is obtained from Eq. 47 by replacing gA by iD :D
m n aw x w xa q b q c q d s vF y`, x p g F k g bq v F y`, x pŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .D
nuqa m nw xyp F y`, x p g F k g g b. 494Ž . Ž . Ž .aT '2 Q
Ž . Ž . Ž .The diagrams e – g also turn out to combine, yielding the expected expression:
nuym b † b nw xe q f q g syvF y`, x p g g F k g qk F k g g b,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . 40 D 0 b T'2 Q
50Ž .
4 b b † b 4 bŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .where we used that Hd k F k ,k sg F k g , when F k 'Hd k F k,k , cf.1 D 1 0 D 0 D 1 D 1
aw x Ž .Refs. 28,29 . To arrive at Eq. 50 we also made use of the fact that to this order FA
Ž . qwith a transverse will be proportional to nu and that F will be proportional to nu .y A q
Until now we have ignored the issue of color matrices. It is easy to see that in
Ž . Ž . Ž .diagrams d , f and g the color matrices are in the wrong order for them to be
absorbed into the correlation functions along with the link operators. The diagrams with
the triple gluon vertex should be included to cancel the contributions arising from
Ž .commuting the two color matrices. In this way diagram h will cancel the term arising
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .from diagram d and diagram i that of diagrams f and g . Hence, by including
Ž . Ž .diagram h and i one can include the color matrices in the link operators.
q Ž . ŽThis concludes the case of including zero or one A gluon s emanating from F ,
. qconnecting to the left . Inclusion of two A gluons is done in a similar fashion, where
Ž .we note that from diagram c with asbsq one can see that a product of two
theta-functions in the minus component appears, which gives rise to the path-ordering.
Knowing this, it is a matter of iteratively treating each order like the first-order we have
a w x a w xdiscussed just now, by considering F y`, x p yp F y`, x p as an effec- 4Ž . Ž .D
a Ž .tive F p .A
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When the Aq gluons emanating from F connect to the right side of the diagrams,
then one arrives at the link operator
y0q y qw xL 0,y` s Pexp ig dy A y . 51Ž . Ž .Hž / q qy` y s0 , y s0T T
Inclusion of arbitrary numbers of Aq gluons emanating from F connecting to either
side of the diagram, results in the appearance of the following color gauge invariant
correlation functions exclusively:
d4 x
i pP x q q² < < :w x w xF p ' e P ,S c 0 L 0,y` L y`, x c x P ,S ,Ž . Ž . Ž .HGI 1 1 1 142pŽ .
52Ž .
d4 x d4 y
a i pP y i p PŽ xyy. q1 ² < w xF p , p ' e e P ,S c 0 L 0,y`Ž . Ž .HD GI 1 1 14 42p 2pŽ . Ž .
= q a q q < :w x w x w xL y`, y iD y L y ,y` L y`, x c x P ,S .Ž . Ž . 1 1
53Ž .
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Hence, Eqs. 52 and 53 are the Drell–Yan process extensions of Eqs. 10 and 11 to
the case the correlation functions not only depend on the lightcone momentum fractions.
So we conclude that at the tree level the complete set of diagrams with arbitrary
numbers of Aq gluons emanating from F will result in the appearance of color gauge
Ž .invariant correlation functions containing link operators and covariant derivatives , with
path-ordered exponentials having paths along lightlike directions extending to lightcone
y a Ž .infinity. Not choosing the A s0 gauge cannot affect F or F to this order 1rQGI D GI
and hence, these are the correlation functions that will appear in any gauge. Choosing
q athe A s0 gauge instead, will give rise to similar results for F and F . The colorD
aŽ . Ž .gauge invariant matrix elements F k and F k ,k contain similar links extendingGI D GI 1
to lightcone infinity, but now involving Ay gluon fields:
d4 x
yi kP x y y² < w x w xF k ' e P ,S c x L x ,y` L y`,0Ž . Ž .HGI 2 242pŽ .
= < :c 0 P ,S , 54Ž . Ž .2 2
d4 x d4 y
a yi kPŽ xyy. yi k P y y1 ² < w xF k ,k ' e e P ,S c x L x ,y`Ž . Ž .HD GI 1 2 24 42p 2pŽ . Ž .
= y a y y < :w x w x w xL y`, y iD y L y ,y` L y`,0 c 0 P ,S ,Ž . Ž . 2 2
55Ž .
where
qxy q yw xL x ,y` s Pexp ig dy A y . 56Ž . Ž .Hž / y yy` y sx , y sxT T
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One thus finds the following color gauge invariant expression for the hadron tensor not
integrated over the transverse momentum of the lepton pair, including 1rQ contribu-
tions:
1
mn 4 4 4 m nW P , P ,q s d k d p d pqkyq Tr F p g F k gŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .H1 2 GI GI½3
4 a aqTr d p F p , p yp F pŽ . Ž .H 1 D GI 1 GI½ 5
=
nuqm n mg F k g g yTr F p gŽ . Ž .GI a T GI'2 Q
=
nuy4 b b nd k F k ,k qk F k g gŽ . Ž .H 1 D GI 1 GI b T½ 5 '2 Q
4 a aqTr d p F p , p yp F pŽ . Ž .H 1 D GI 1 GI½ 5
=
nu nuq ym n mg g F k g yTr F p g gŽ . Ž .aT GI GI b T' '2 Q 2 Q
= 4 b b nd k F k ,k qk F k g . 57Ž . Ž . Ž .H 1 D GI 1 GI½ 5 5
This expression still contains some order 1rQ2 contributions, which we ignore to keep
the notation as simple as possible. To the order we consider one can for instance replace
d 4 pqkyq ™d qqypq d qyyky d 2 p qk yq . 58Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .T T T
Ž .To obtain the hadron tensor expression 57 we have already used these delta functions,
for instance in the parametrizations of the momenta q, p,k.
We would like to emphasize that we have not obtained color gauge invariance at the
cost of introducing a path dependence. The expansion in orders of 1rQ does not leave
any freedom of choosing the paths for the leading and next-to-leading twist terms.
4.2. Color gauge inÕariant correlation functions to all orders in as
In order to extend the above tree-level analysis to all orders in a in the hards
scattering part, we will first discuss two limiting cases. The first case we consider is the
cross section integrated over the transverse momentum q of the lepton pair. TheT
Ž 2 2 2 .second case is the cross section at measured q with q 'Q <Q , but restricted toT T T
the leading twist.
In case one integrates the cross section, and hence the hadron tensor, over the
transverse momentum q of the lepton pair, then the situation simplifies considerably.T
After a collinear expansion of the hard scattering parts, the transverse momenta of the
partons can be integrated over each separately. The hadron tensor will be expressed in
terms of collinear partons only, i.e. they are collinear to the momentum direction of the
Ž .parent hadron neglecting target mass corrections . More specifically, the hadron tensor
a aŽ .contains the above gauge invariant correlation functions F ,F F , F integrated overD D
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Ž .the y q and transverse momentum components. They depend only on the lightcone
Ž .momentum fractions, such as the ones that appear in the DIS cross section, cf. Eqs. 10
Ž .and 11 . In that case one can apply Ward identities to gluon fields with polarizations
proportional to their momenta, to prove that the above results are also correct to all
orders in a in the hard scattering part. This has been done for the leading twists
w x w x Ž .contribution in for instance Refs. 17,30 , Ref. 24 cf. its Fig. 4.4 and appendix and
w x Ž Ž . Ž ..Ref. 19 cf. its Figs. 19 and 25 and Eqs. 131 and 133 . It is completely analogous to
Ž .the application of Eq. 18 in DIS. Also, it straightforwardly applies to the 1rQ
w xcorrections for which a factorization theorem has been discussed in Ref. 31 . The same
Ward identities can be applied, since the additional A gluon has physical polarizationT
and is on-shell and therefore, does not affect how the collinear gluons appear in the
Ward identities. The latter just produce link operators on both side of the A field andT
since in this case the links are independent of transverse coordinates, the replacement
2 mn Ž . mngA ™ iD y iE immediately gives the result for Hd q W P , P ,q , using WT T T T 1 2
Ž .from Eq. 57 with hard scattering parts H containing all orders in a :s
1
2 mn mnd q W x , x ,q s Tr F x F x H x , xŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž .H T T GI GI½3
aqTr dy F y , x yd yyxŽ . Ž .H D GI½
= d4 p d pqyxPq pa F pŽ .Ž .H 1 GI 5
= mnF x H y , x , x qTr F xŽ . Ž . Ž .GI 1 a GI
= a 4 y ydy F y , x qd yyx d k d k yxPŽ . Ž . Ž .H HD GI 2½
= a mnk F k H x , y , x . 59Ž . Ž .Ž .GI 2 a5 5
This is just a schematic way of writing, since the four spinor indices on the hard
mn mnscattering parts H and H connect to both F and F . At tree level this equation isa
Ž . Ž . Ž .Eq. 25 re-expressed in terms of color gauge invariant functions, Eqs. 10 , 11 and the
aŽ . Ž .obvious extensions F x and F x, y . This holds in case soft gluon poles areGI D GI
assumed to be absent. Our previous tree-level analysis is in this case an explicit
demonstration of a result valid to all orders in a , since soft gluons can be shown tos
w xcancel 31 .
To apply such Ward identities to the more extended case we considered here, namely
to the cross section differential in the transverse momentum q of the lepton pairT
Ž 2 2 .Q <Q , is more complicated. The momenta of the partons are in general notT
collinear to the parent hadron, since they also possess some transverse momentum.
Hence, the Aq gluons, i.e. the gluons that are collinear to the parent hadron do not have
polarization collinear to their own momenta. The latter type of gluons are called gluons
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w xwith longitudinal polarization 19 and are the gluons to which Ward identities can be
applied directly. For the leading twist contribution the application of such Ward
identities still works for Aq gluons, because deviations of Aq gluons from longitudinal
Ž .polarization such deviations are proportional to A will be suppressed by inverseT
Ž .powers of the hard scale. We then find for the leading twist part of Eq. 57 with a hard
part H containing all orders in a :s
1
mn 2 2 2W x , x ,q s d p d k d p qk yqŽ .Ž . HT T T T T T3
= mnTr F x , p F x ,k H x , x , p ,k ,q . 60Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .GI T GI T T T T
However, this is not the complete result, since if one goes beyond the tree level, then
apart from having a more complicated hard scattering part, soft gluons have to be
w xresummed into Sudakov form factors 6 , resulting in a replacement
d2 b
2 yi bPŽ p qk yq . ySŽb.T T Td p qk yq ™ e e , 61Ž . Ž .HT T T 22pŽ .
yS Žb. w xwhere e is the Sudakov form factor. This has been shown in Refs. 3–5,25–27 for
the leading twist.
For the next-to-leading twist a factorization proof for the cross section differential in
Ž 2 2 .the transverse momentum of the lepton pair Q <Q has not been given. But we willT
discuss how Ward identities applied to longitudinally polarized gluons can be used to
show that collinear gluons factorize, i.e. they exponentiate into link operators, also at
Ž Ž ..next-to-leading twist O 1rQ .
From our tree-level result we can deduce how the deviations of longitudinally
polarized gluons from collinearity will affect the application of the Ward identities. The
part of a longitudinally polarized gluon field A m ;p m that deviates from the nlp q
Ž q .direction i.e. from its A part will be proportional to its transverse momentum
Ž m m. qA ;p . The latter part will generate derivatives of the A parts of the otherlp T T
additional longitudinally polarized gluons, which to this order can be taken to be
collinear. This yields the derivative of a link operator that is exactly needed to
a Žcompensate for the effect of the replacement gA™ iDy iE inside F which nowA
.contains link operators depending on transverse coordinates , in order to arrive at the
a Ž . a Ž . a Ž .replacement F p ™F p yp F p for correlation functions containing link oper-A D
Ž . Ž .ators. At tree level this is the step from Eq. 48 to Eq. 49 .
To make this a bit more explicit we write down the longitudinally polarized gluon
field in Fig. 1:
'2
a a a a a aA sn n PA q p yp n PA A p yp . 62Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .lp q y T 1T y 1Q 1yj q ieŽ .1
ŽInsertion of this field into the most general hard part Fig. 1 contains only the tree-level
.hard part and applying the Ward identity will result in those diagrams where the
longitudinally polarized gluon attaches directly to the ‘‘external’’ legs of the hard part
Ž . w x q athose legs that connect to the soft parts , cf. Ref. 19 . The A part of A will yield alp
Ž w xterm in a link operator in F represented by a double line in Ref. 19 , called an eikonal
. Ž .line and the second term on the r.h.s. of Eq. 62 will give rise to the derivative of a
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a Ž .link operator in F . At tree level these are the first and third term of Eq. 48 ,A
respectively.
It is easy to verify that this will work to all orders in a in the hard part, since ones
has to take this deviation into account for only one longitudinally polarized gluon.
Hence, our conclusion is that transverse momentum dependence in correlation functions
does not spoil the summation of collinear Aq gluons into link operators at next-to-lead-
Ž Ž ..ing twist O 1rQ . This is not in conflict with the known failure of factorization at
w xeven higher twist 32–35 .
Ž .Hence, Eq. 57 can then be written with a hard part H containing all orders in a :s
1
mn 4 4 4W P , P ,q s d k d p d pqkyqŽ . Ž .H1 2 3
= mnTr F p F k H p ,k ,qŽ . Ž . Ž .GI GI½
4 aqTr d p F p , p Ž .H 1 D GI 1
a mnyd p yp p F p F k H p ,k ,q4Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .1 GI GI 1 a
4 bqTr F p d k F k ,kŽ . Ž .HGI 1 D GI 1
b mnqd k yk k F k H p ,k ,q . 63Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .41 GI 2 b 5
Again soft gluons will have to be included and they will modify the delta function.
Application of Ward identities are an essential part of the proof of factorization. They
are used to show that collinear gluons exponentiate, like discussed above, but also that
soft gluons factorize from the hard part and from the correlation functions. In the
q -integrated case the soft gluons must be shown to cancel and in the case of measuredT
q they must be shown to exponentiate into Sudakov factors. For the next-to-leadingT
twist the latter case has not been studied yet, but the application of collinear Ward
identities as discussed above will be an essential ingredient. The fact that Ward identities
can be used to show that collinear gluons also exponentiate at next-to-leading twist in
Ž 2 2 .the case of measured q with Q <Q , suggests that collinear Ward identities canT T
also be applied to the soft gluon exponentiation and a factorization theorem is expected
Ž .to hold. It could of course be the case that the replacement Eq. 61 is different for these
subleading terms than for the leading term. This has to be investigated further.
Finally, we have to remark that additional divergences are introduced by the paths
extending to infinity if one considers a corrections connecting to the paths; these haves
w xto be renormalized. A discussion on this topic and how to deal with it is given in 3–5
and applies unchanged to the next-to-leading twist results discussed here.
4.3. Color gauge inÕariant soft gluon poles
Until now we have considered the case where we assume all fields at infinity to
vanish inside the hadronic matrix elements. In the case of soft gluon poles this
assumption is relaxed in a specific way. To include such contributions one has to make
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Ž Ž .. Ž . Ž .the following replacement cf. Eq. 25 in the first term in Eq. 43 for diagram b and
Ž . Ž .in Eq. 44 for diagram c :
nu nu 1yjq q 1
™ . 64Ž .' ' 1yj q ie2 Q 2 Q 1
A soft gluon pole means that the correlation function has a pole at j s1, i.e. when the1
gluon has vanishing momentum. This prohibits applying the inverse of the above
w xreplacement 2 .
Ž Ž qIf we consider the above replacement the following matrix element times d p y
q.. Ž Ž ..p results in addition to the matrix elements in Eq. 57 :1
d4 x d4 y
i pP y i p PŽ xyy.1 ² <e e P ,S c 0Ž .H 1 14 42p 2pŽ . Ž .
=
1 E
q q a qw x w x w xL 0,y` L y`, y gA y L y ,y`Ž .Ž .Ty2 E y
= q < :w xL y`, x c x P ,S . 65Ž . Ž .1 1
Due to time reversal symmetry and under the assumption of continuity of the correlation
w xfunctions, one can show 2 that for soft gluon poles one has to have antisymmetric
boundary conditions on the field A at yys"`. In this case one can replaceT
gA ™ iD in the above matrix element. The identityT T
E
q a qw x w x, L y`, y iD y L y ,y`Ž .yE y
qw x qa qw xsL y`, y gF y L y ,y` 66Ž . Ž .
Ž .is used to arrive from Eq. 65 at
d4 x d4 y
a i pP y i p PŽ xyy.1 ² <F p , p ' e e P ,S c 0Ž . Ž .HF GI 1 1 14 42p 2pŽ . Ž .
=
g
q q qa qw x w x w xL 0,y` L y`, y F y L y ,y`Ž .
2
= q < :w xL y`, x c x P ,S , 67Ž . Ž .1 1
a Ž .where a is transverse. The gauge invariant term F p , p will show up in the hadronF GI 1
Ž . a Ž . Ž .tensor Eq. 57 in exactly the same way as F p , p . In Eq. 57 one can just replaceD GI 1
F a p , p ™F a p , p qF a p , p d pqypq . 68Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .D GI 1 D GI 1 F GI 1 1
q 4 4 a Ž . Ž q q.We find that upon choosing the A s0 gauge in Hd p d pF p , p d p yp that1 F GI 1 1
Ž .the standard expression for the soft gluon pole matrix element T x,S as given inT
w x Ž . Ž . Ž2,8,9 results, cf. Eqs. 3 and 5 note that we have now included a factor gr2 in the
a .matrix element F .F GI
From the above it is clear that soft gluon poles require non-zero matrix elements
containing A fields at yys"` in any gauge. On the other hand, we have chosenT
hadronic matrix elements with Aq fields at yys"` to vanish. The reason is that
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otherwise the previously obtained matrix elements will not be color gauge invariant
anymore and their derivation will not even be well-defined, i.e. will not result in finite
answers, since
'2
q qdp F p , p 69Ž . Ž .H 1 A 1 Q 1yj q ieŽ .1
will be divergent. We simply conclude that soft gluon poles arise from gluon fields with
Ž .physical transverse polarizations.
Hence, the inclusion of soft gluon poles can be done in a color gauge invariant way,
even in the case where the transverse momentum of the lepton pair is not integrated
over.
As a final point we note that in the color gauge invariant correlation functions F aD GI
a a Ž .and F the index a is purely transverse, reflected in the appearance of g in 57F GI T
Ž .analogous to the projector v in DIS . Imposing the additional, but unnecessary
constraint of n -independence at this stage will alter the expression for the hadrony
tensor and may result in different answers.
5. Conclusions
We have considered the color gauge invariance of a factorized description of the
Drell–Yan process cross section. The analysis focused on next-to-leading twist contribu-
Ž Ž ..tions for polarized scattering O 1rQ and on the cross section differential in the
Ž 2 2 .transverse momentum of the lepton pair Q <Q . The hadron tensor has beenT
expressed in terms of manifestly color gauge invariant, non-local operator matrix
elements. The tree-level case was worked out explicitly and Ward identities, applied to
longitudinally polarized gluons, allowed to extend the results to all orders in the hard
scattering part. This use of Ward identities in case longitudinally polarized gluons are
Žnot equal to collinear gluons will also be an important ingredient in a full and still
.lacking factorization proof for the case under consideration, to be given in a gauge
independent way. The factorization, i.e. exponentiation into Sudakov factors, of soft
gluons is expected to be analogous to the factorization and exponentiation of collinear
gluons as derived here.
The leading twist part of the expressions we have derived, are in agreement with
w x Žearlier investigations 3–5,25–27 . Moreover, the whole result including the next-to-
. w xleading twist reduces to known results 31 upon integration over the transverse
momentum of the lepton pair. We have also given a color gauge invariant treatment of
soft gluon poles, showing that in any gauge such poles arise from gluon fields with
Ž .physical transverse polarizations. In addition, we have extensively discussed the
w xdiscrepancy between the results of Ref. 1,2 for a single transverse spin asymmetry in
the Drell–Yan process. This asymmetry appears at the tree level in case soft gluon poles
in the twist-three matrix elements are present. We have demonstrated that the require-
ment of n -independence of the resulting factorized hadron tensor expression asy
w ximposed in Refs. 1,16 is unnecessary from the point of Lorentz and gauge invariance
and leads to a different answer in the case of the above mentioned asymmetry. Without
imposing this requirement the derivative term will not be present in the asymmetry
expression at tree leÕel. We have carefully considered the color gauge invariance of the
( )D. Boer, P.J. MuldersrNuclear Physics B 569 2000 505–526526
description of the cross section in terms of the matrix elements, to conclude that only
physical, i.e. transverse gluon degrees of freedom contribute and hence, arrive at the
Ž Ž . Ž ..expression A Eq. 2 or equivalently Eq. 8 for the asymmetry.2
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